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Motivation: 

 Reinforcement learning (RL) is concerned with how agents learn 

to maximize some form of reward through interaction with an 

environment 

 Almost all RL algorithms are concerned with domains which 

utilize a discrete action set; we developed an algorithm (HOOT) 

that works in domains with a continuous set of actions 

Bandits: 

 A Bandit domain is defined as having a set of arms, each of 

which has some probability of winning 

 The goal is to minimize regret—how often the agent pulls a 

losing arm 

 UCB [1] achieves best possible regret where there are a finite 

number of arms 

 HOO [2] achieves best possible regret where there is a 

continuum of arms 

 Accomplished by piecewise decomposition of action space 

Actual vs. estimated mean reward by UCB.   

Action space must be discretized manually 

beforehand 

Actual vs. estimated mean reward by HOO.   

Action space is adaptively partitioned in re-

gion of high reward 

Background Experiments Planning 

d-Link Swimmer [5]: 

 Simulates a snake-like swimmer which has D body sections; a 

force can be exerted between each link 

 Reward is based on distance between head of swimmer and goal 

point 

d-Double Integrator [4]: 

 Simple 2-dimensional domain where state is position p and 

velocity v, agent can exert a force a to change velocity 

 Reward is -(p2+a2); want to get to p=0, v=0. 

 Can be generalized to multiple dimensions 

Conclusions: 

 In many domains, a good coarse discretization (required by UCT) 

is difficult to obtain; HOOT accomplishes this automatically 

  Exponential growth in the number of actions a discrete-action 

planner must examine in high dimensional cases quickly causes 
performance to degrade close to random action selection 
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Markov Decision Processes 
(MDPs): 

 Composed of 

 States S (s, s’ from S) 

 Actions A (a from A) 

 Transition function T(s,a,s’) 

 Reward function R(s,a) 

 Discount factor γ 

 Goal in is to find a policy π, a mapping from states to actions, 

maximizing expected long term discounted reward 

 Maximize long-term reward but favor immediate reward 

more heavily; weighted by γ 

HOOT [Our Contribution]: 

 Uses the same structure as UCT, but places HOO bandit 

algorithms instead of UCB algorithms at each state, depth 

 This creates the HOO applies to trees (HOOT) algorithm 

 Since HOO functions in continuous spaces, HOOT plans in 

continuous action MDPs 

 

 Reward fed back to UCB is the return—based on all rewards 

obtained during that rollout as a result of taking selected action 

 UCB maps return from the action taken from that state in the 

rollout and updates policy accordingly 

 Empirically very successful algorithm; the basis for the best Go 

agents available 

UCT [3]: 

 Application of bandit algorithm UCB to Markov Decision 

Processes (UCB applied to Trees)  

 Agent makes a plan, tests in simulation, refines the plan, and 

repeats as many times as needed—each round is a rollout  

 When a good plan is developed in simulation, an action in the 

true environment is taken, and the process starts over 

 The planning is done via many UCB agents.  One is placed at 

each possible state and depth 

s=T(s,a)

r=R(s,a)

execute a

a=π(s)

Performance of HOOT vs. UCT in double 

integrator as the number of actions used 

by UCT varies 

Performance of HOOT vs. UCT in d-double 

integrator as number of action dimensions 

varies 


